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was vandalized Sunday evening. Fr. Paul Beach said he
received a call around 11:30 p.m. that someone was breaking
into the church and causing damage. When he arrived, he said
the altar had been destroyed. Marble was chipped, and the

crucifix thrown on the ground.”
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TRAINING SPOTLIGHT
Defending the Flock:
A Security Guide for Church Safety Directors
For too many churches, security is only a passing concern. They lock the doors to the
vestibule when services are not being performed. Perhaps they even have some sort
of alarm system in place to prevent break-ins. The sad truth is that this is not nearly
enough. We live in troubled times, and they’re only becoming more dire with each
passing day. Today’s churches face threats from a myriad of sources, ranging from
natural disasters to active shooters, and everything in between. It is essential that you
are prepared to protect those who enter your doors to worship, and that you’re
capable of protecting them from a wide range of threats. This book was designed to

provide you with the guidance, instruction, training and preparedness materials
required to do just that. You’ll also gain valuable insight into how to create a Church
Safety Committee, a Church Safety Team, how to interview and vet candidates to
ensure you’re building the best possible team, and a great deal more. We invite you to
learn more. Find out for yourself just what steps must be taken in order to protect the
God’s children. Click on the picture bellow to learn more!

TRAINING SPOTLIGHT CONTINUED
Active Shooter Mitigation:
A Training Guide for Houses of Worship
We live in troubled times – the rise in gun-related violence, particularly violence
directed against churches and their congregations across the nation, is proof of this.
There were 147 shootings in Christian churches between 2006 and 2016, more than
there were in the entire 25 years that came before. It has become imperative that
churches be prepared (and able) to protect those worshiping within their walls. Today,
churches must be prepared to combat violence from all corners. It’s not just about
stopping lone-gunmen with their own agendas targeting church members, or
anti-Christian sentiment bubbling over. Church members themselves and their loved
ones can bring violence into the church. If you are not prepared, that can spell
disaster, as it has for too many churches across the nation. To ensure that you are
prepared for any eventuality and able to curb violent acts, we offer this book. Click on
the picture bellow to learn more!

WEEKLY TEAM BRIEFING
Responding to Violence against Churches
Thinking about the Unthinkable
Many of the older readers remember when
violence against churches in the United States
and Canada was largely unthinkable.
Unfortunately, in the 1950s and 1960s, Black
churches were targeted by racists, but these
attacks declined as the civil rights of minorities
became more widely accepted. However, the
threat of violence against churches in general
has increased in recent decades.

Deliver me from my
enemies, O my God;
protect me from those
who rise up against me
(Psalm 59:1).

Since the 1997 Wedgewood, TX, church shooting, the frequency of armed attacks on
U.S. places of worship has been increasing in frequency. The deadliest so far was in
Sutherland Springs, TX, with 26 dead plus the gunman. Targets included churches,
synagogues, mosques, and a Sikh Temple. As a result, many churches are preparing
to defend against active killers.
Civil unrest has increased dramatically this year, with riots in several cities,
including arson and looting. Some Christian groups, monuments, and churches have
been targeted. Agitators have threatened to attack churches in general. In light of
this, we need to be prepared for mob attacks.
Articles along this line in November have been "Our Wall and Our Shield" (Hardening
the Church against Active Killers), "Encounter" (Responding to an Active Killer), "The
Aftermath" (Following the Shooting), and “Down Our Street” (Here Comes the Mob).
The first priority of the Church Safety Team is to protect people in the church,
beginning with threat assessment, situational awareness, and monitoring the church
and its surroundings. If an armed attacker or a mob is detected, protective measures
include deny access, call 911, and have congregants seek shelter. The two situations
differ in engagement. Engage active shooters to neutralize the threat. Do not engage
protesters or a mob unless people in the church are in immediate danger of harm.

Weekly Team Briefing Continued

Action Points
For Church Safety Directors –


Have you conducted a site assessment in the past year or two?



Are your facilities hardened against an active killer or a mob?



How complete is the coverage of your surveillance system? How well can it be
monitored?



Are your team members trained to respond to both situations?



Does the Safety Team practice active killer responses?

For Safety Team Members –


Are you up-to-date for all training?



Have you practiced active shooter response?



If armed, do you regularly practice shooting? If so, does this include tactical
shooting?

OUR WALL AND OUR SHIELD
Hardening the Church against Active Killers
IN THE NEWS
In response to an increase of mass-casualty deadly-force incidents, many agencies
and organizations have developed and published means of responding to active
killers. Several advise businesses, schools, and places of worship on how to harden
their facilities. Some conduct training sessions. Some report on them.
AlertFind - This security consultant advises businesses on how to harden their office
buildings. Some of their measures can be applied to churches. These include layout,
training, access control, inside shelters, and exits.[2]
ASIS International - The ASIS School Safety & Security Council advises schools on
hardening against active shooters. They have an emphasis on active hardening with
situational awareness.[3]
Police Magazine - An article in this law enforcement resource publication outlines
ways that soft targets, such as places of worship, can harden their facilities against
active killers. The author favors armed security teams in churches, synagogues, and
mosques, believing this would be a deterrent if known.[4]
Reflex Red Storm - This security training firm conducts seminars for government
agencies, schools, and other organizations. Their outline includes preparations for
active killer events. Among these are threat assessment, training, response plans, site
hardening, and situational awareness.[5]

And Uzziah prepared for
all the army shields,
spears, helmets, coats of
mail, bows, and stones for
slinging
(2 Chronicles 26:14).

IN THE NEWS CONTINUED
PJ Media - Following the December 2019 shooting at a church in White Settlement,
Texas, PJ Media reposted a 2018 article on hardening places of worship. The author
lists four points:


Form a security team.



Harden the building.



Monitor the perimeter.



Train your leadership in active shooter response.[6]

Walls and Shields
Walls have been used for thousands
of years for protection: to protect from
the weather, from wild animals, from
thieves and robbers, from invaders.
Walls used to surround entire cities,
and remnants of these can still be
seen. Today, walls enclose yards in
Phoenix, gated communities, and
institutional and government
compounds, all for the purpose of
protection.
Shields are like portable walls which
can be carried on one's arm for
protection in battle. Recent photos
and videos show riot police holding
large shields for protection from
projectiles.

[Hezekiah] set to work resolutely
and built up all the wall that was
broken down and raised towers
upon it, and outside it he built
another wall, and he strengthened
the Millo in the city of David. He
also made weapons and shields in
abundance
(2 Chronicles 32:5).

For church security, the church's outer walls and perimeter fences serve the same
purpose. In many cases they are enhanced by modern technologies, such as sensors, cameras, and remotely controlled locks. Shields are the human factors in preventive protection. These are the ways we prepare to prevent or blunt an active killer
attack.

Recognizing the Risk
Intelligence is critical to national defense. It can also help a church to deal with
impending threats. We do not have the resources of the CIA, but we can conduct
threat assessments. These can be regular evaluations of what we know. There are
persons in the church, their relatives, co-workers, or acquaintances, or people in the
community who should be persons of interest in threat assessments.
Some church members may be uncomfortable with the idea of threat assessment,
especially those who think that love means being accepting of everyone and not
suspicious of anyone. However, the Bible tells us to be watchful. It tells us, "Know the
condition of your flocks" (Proverbs 27:23). Jesus said to "be wise as serpents and
innocent as doves." It is wise to consider a potential threat, no matter who it may be.

… my God, my rock, in whom I
take refuge, my shield, and
the horn of my salvation, my
stronghold and my refuge,
my savior; you save me from
violence
(2 Samuel 22:3).

A threat assessment can be ad hoc, a
response to information received. One time
and place where threat assessment could
perhaps have saved lives was Sutherland
Springs in October or November 2017. A
woman in the church received a threat from
her son-in-law. I do not know whether she
told the pastor or elders of the church about
the threat, but they should have been
informed of it. They knew her son-in-law,
and he made them uneasy. Later in
November he showed up fully armed and
killed 26 people, including the woman's
mother. If a threat is reported, it should be
taken seriously and checked out. Do not
hesitate to report a threat to the police.

Steps to Hardening Your Church
Don't be a soft target, a temptation for
would-be attackers. Become a hard target.
Protect your church by site hardening,
procedural hardening, and personnel
hardening.

Site Hardening
Resistance to an attack should begin with a facilities assessment. Can all doors and
windows resist forced entry? Can they be closed and locked very quickly? Are there
alarms on windows to alert you of an attempted forced entry? Is there surveillance of
all entrances?


Be sure all doors and windows are secure.



Make the main door a double entry. Besides putting another door in the way of an
attacker, it can save energy on days of extreme heat or cold.



Install a remote "lock all" system. One push of the button is all you need.



Install surveillance at all entry points. This can include alarms on vents large
enough for a very small person to squeeze through. Have cameras include the
campus perimeter and the parking lot.



Make glass doors and windows shatter-resistant. It will take more than a few bullets, a swing of a baseball bat, or a thrown brick to make a hole big enough for an
attacker to come in.



Put a concrete planter, massive pillar, large bell, or other large and heavy object in
the way of a vehicle plowing into the front door.

Procedural Hardening
Establish procedures which limit access for attackers. These include:


All doors except the main entry are exit only.



The front doors are locked after a service begins.



Station a Safety Team member or a trained greeter at a door when it is unlocked.



Watchfully observe all who come in. Be aware of where people are inside.



Watch for persons hiding outside or inside. They can be in the shrubbery, behind
fences, between vehicles, in corners, in closets, etc.



Report anything suspicious to another Safety Team member or the Team Leader.

Personnel Hardening
Train Safety Team members, greeters, ushers, teachers, group leaders, church staff,
and church leadership in how to respond to an armed attack. This includes
evacuations, lockdowns, seeking cover, and engaging the attacker.
Train the Safety Team, greeters, and ushers in situational awareness for detecting an
active killer. The best way is to spot the killer outside, but can you spot a threat
already inside? The man who pulled out a shotgun in the White Settlement church
aroused the attention of the Security Team when he came in. They kept an eye on
him.[7]

Train members of the congregation in how to swarm an attacker when there's no
escape. A few who know how can lead many in a counter attack.
If it's acceptable to church leadership and the congregation, have some armed
members on the Safety Team. In the Police Magazine article, Doug Wyllie said that
when those planning an attack know you have armed guards (Safety Team
members), they will see you as a hard target, not a soft one.[4] See to it that they are
trained in how to shoot during an active killer incident. In White Settlement, Texas, the
team member who ended the active shooter incident in six seconds knew how to
shoot accurately in a crowd.[7]

So we built the wall. And all
the wall was joined together
to half its height, for the
people had a mind to work ...
So the wall was finished on
the twenty-fifth day of the
month Elul, in fifty-two days.
(Nehemiah 4:6; 6:15).

“Behold, I am sending you out
as sheep in the midst of
wolves, so be wise as
serpents and innocent as
doves"
(Matthew 10:16).

Conclusion
The best response to an active killer incident is a proactive response. Use threat
assessments to evaluate threats to the church. Harden the church's facilities.
Establish procedures to guard against an attack by making it harder for a killer to get
in. Harden your personnel through training. If you can, have armed persons on
your Safety Team.

There Is More
Other articles in this series are "Encounter" (Responding to an Active Killer) and "The
Aftermath" (Following the Shooting).

Click Here for References

The Cornelius Project is an outreach to law enforcement officers.
Who are very much aware of the present tension that exist in the
lives of police officers. Their objective is to provide resources that
can equip officers with the tools that make them better at their job,
as well as helping them in responding to the challenges that
comes from their profession.

DEADLY ENCOUNTER
Responding to an Active Killer
IN THE NEWS
In each of these news stories, what was the response in
that church to its encounter with an active killer? Did it
save lives?
Colorado Springs, Colorado, December 9, 2007 Several hours after killing two and wounding two at a
ministry site near Denver, a young man drove into a
church parking lot in Colorado Springs while
congregants were leaving after a service. He got out of
his vehicle and began firing at people, killing two sisters
and wounding their father and another person. Entering
the foyer of the church, he was engaged by two security
team members. One distracted him by yelling. As the
assailant aimed his gun, another team member fired at
him with her gun. The attacker was wounded in the
exchange of gunfire, then took his own life.[2][3]

Dangerfield, Texas, June 22, 1980 - A man armed with
two rifles and two handguns burst into a church during
the Sunday morning service shouting, "This is war!"
Several members had declined to testify for him as
character witnesses at his incest trial the next day. The
burst of gunfire killed two adults and a 7-year old girl.
Then a man wrestled him to the door and was shot and
killed. Another man wrestled the attacker the rest of the
way out. He, too, was shot and killed. The killer went
across the street, shot himself, but survived and was
arrested.[4][5]
Knoxville, Tennessee, July 27, 2008 - When a man
motivated by hate began shooting in a Knoxville church
on a Sunday morning, members of the congregation
moved in on him and wrestled him to the floor, where
they held him until police arrived. As it was, he killed two
and wounded two. There would have been more
casualties if the members hadn't taken him down.[6]

If a thief is
found breaking
in and is
struck so that
he dies, there
shall be no
bloodguilt for
him
(Exodus 22:2).
The Law
recognizes the
right to defend
against a
hostile
intruder, even
with deadly
force.

But he took his
stand in the
midst of the
plot
and defended i
t and struck
down the
Philistines,
and the Lord
worked a great
victory
(2 Samuel
23:12).
Shammah
stood his
ground against
violent
enemies.

IN THE NEWS CONTINUED
Sutherland Springs, Texas, November 5, 2017 - An assailant dressed for battle killed
two people outside a church, entered a side door, and walked up and down the aisle
shooting people in their pews. Firing over 700 rounds in 11 minutes, he killed 26,
including his wife's grandmother and the pastor's daughter. There was no resistance
until he was confronted by the church's neighbor when he stepped outside. He died of
a self-inflicted wound after a high-speed chase.[7]
White Settlement, Texas, December 29, 2019 - A man wearing a wig and fake beard
aroused the suspicion of the security team when he came into the church. During the
service he stood up and pulled out a short shotgun, killing first a man serving
communion, then a security team member pulling out his handgun. Another team
member had his gun drawn, firing when he had a clear shot. One bullet ended the
attack.[8]

Special Offer
Get our free download, Active Shooter Situations.[9] It briefly outlines active killer
situations on one page. The second page is a checklist of what to do if an active killer
begins shooting at your church. If you're not already subscribed to the
weekly Sheepdog Church Security newsletter and The Church Guardian, this will sign
you up. To get it, click here.

What Do We Do Now?
If and when an armed attacker shows up at your church, exactly what you should do
depends on the immediate situation. However, if your Church Safety Team has been
trained and drilled in active killer response for different situations, they should know
what to do in the situation at hand. Also, if the congregation has gone through active
shooter drills, they should know what to do, depending on where they are at the time.

The prudent sees danger
and hides himself, but the
simple go on and suffer for
it (Proverbs 22:3).
Hiding is often the wise
thing to do.

Common Terms
First, we need to communicate meaningfully. Work on the Tower of Babel stopped
because the workers could not understand each other (Genesis 11:7-9). We need a
common language to work together effectively. This means using common terms and
knowing their meanings. Here are a few terms used when discussing or responding to
an active killer: Active Killer, Cover, Concealment, Soft Target, Soft Lockdown/
Lockout, Lockdown, Fatal Funnels, Unification Point, Mindset.


Active Killer: Commonly called an "active shooter," this is someone intent on killing
many people.



Cover: Anything that will stop bullets.



Concealment: Anything which hides a person from view.



Soft Target: A relatively unprotected location, organization, or person.



Soft Lockdown/Lockout: Locking exterior doors to keep a killer outside.



Lockdown: When the killer is in the building, rooms with people inside are locked to
keep the killer out.



Fatal Funnels: Places where the killer is kept from moving to one side or the other.
A place where the killer can be trapped and neutralized.



Unification Point: An agreed-upon location where those who have escaped
(evacuated) will meet.



Mindset: Those attitudes or thoughts which increase your odds of surviving.

So Michal let David down
through the window, and
he fled away
and escaped
(1 Samuel 19:12).
Michal helped her
husband David to escape
from those who wanted to
kill him.

And an edict was
written ... saying that the
king allowed the Jews
who were in every city to
gather and defend their
lives (Esther 8:9b,11).
Under Persia, the Jews
were allowed to defend
themselves.

For the Congregation
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security has released training materials on how to
respond to an active shooter (active killer).[10] The video Run, Hide, Fight is readily
available and can be seen online.[11]
The Sheepdog Church Security training course "Active Shooter Response" lists and
describes skills people need to survive an active killer incident:


Evacuate.



Hide.



Call for help.



Engage the active killer.

Note how, with the addition of Call for help, these parallel Run, Hide, Fight.
Evacuate - In movies you may see
one shooter opening fire inside while
accomplices wait outside to mow
down those leaving the building. With
very few exceptions, church shootings
in the United States and Canada are
solo affairs. As the gunman moves in
from his entry point, those farther
ahead can move away and out, going
to a unification point a safe distance
from the church building and behind
cover. The sanctuary is one example
of a location which can be evacuated
quickly.
Thanks to fire codes, the typical sanctuary/worship center/auditorium besides entry
doors in the back, the sanctuary has exits on the side toward the front. The platform
also has exits. In an active shooter drill, have those in the sanctuary take these exits,
not the entry doors. Then, if they hear shots or "Lockdown! Lockdown!" they know
what exits to use. If the entry doors to the sanctuary can be latched, train the ushers
to do so to slow down the killer, and barricade them if they can.
Hide - For those who cannot escape, hiding is the best option. If you can, get behind
something that provides both concealment and cover. In a classroom, office, or
restroom, this means a lockdown. Close and secure the door (most classroom doors
open to the inside so they don't intrude on the hallway). Secure it with a door jam/door
stop[12] and barricade it with furniture - the heavier the better.

Call for help - The first Safety Team member to know an attack is underway (or on its
way) calls the Team Leader and alerts the entire team via radio, then calls 911
(congregants may also call), which will start first responders (fire, medics, police) on
their way. The shooting will probably be over by the time they get there, so they will
tend to the wounded, fight any fires that have been started, arrest the assailant if he is
captured, and begin the investigation.
Engage the active killer - If you cannot escape and cannot hide and you are facing the
killer, don't just wait to be shot or slashed. Actively engage him. Shout, yell, throw
anything at hand at him. Try to tackle him. As a group, swarm him. If you can hide
behind a corner, ambush him when he comes past you. Killers have been stopped
when one or two people wrestled them for their weapons. As in the news stories,
killers have been pushed out the door or pinned to the floor by congregants.

For the Safety Team
With a killer on the loose inside the church (or outside trying to get in), there's no time
to wait for the police. The killer must be engaged NOW. If the killer is trying to break
down the door or smash windows to get in: this is a perfect fatal funnel. You know
exactly where he is and can fire at him. If he is killed, that's the end of it. If wounded,
he may keep on pounding while losing strength, or may retreat. If he does retreat,
note the direction he goes and whatever vehicle he enters (here's where outside
surveillance cameras are invaluable).
If the killer is inside, activate the
containment team and the engagement
team. The containment team guards key
areas of the building, such as the Children's
Department, the hallway to most classrooms
and the fellowship hall, or the offices. The
engagement team attempts to trap and stop
the killer. Most active killers are suicidal and
will not stop until killed, incapacitated, or
immobilized.

Conclusion
Do not be passive when you encounter an active killer. Know what to do and how to
do it. Be flexible enough to adjust to a fluid situation. It will be over by the time police
arrive - hasten the end.

There Is More
The other articles in this Active Shooter series are "Our Wall and Our
Shield" (Hardening the Church against Active Killers) and "The Aftermath" (Following
the Shooting).

Click Here for References

U.S. LawShield’s mission is to educate their members in
self-defense law; empower them to handle critical, life-threatening
situations with confidence; and protect them from potential
injustices in the legal system after acts of self-defense.
Click on the picture bellow to learn more!

THE AFTERMATH
When the Shooting Has Stopped
IN THE NEWS
Charleston, South Carolina, May 13, 2018 - A feature article in the Charleston
newspaper The Post and Courier describes the role of firms that specialize in crime
scene clean-up. The shooting at Emmanuel AME Church on June 17, 2015 was one
of three well-known crimes where experts at one company did the cleaning, which
was paid for by advocacy groups. Any violent criminal incident with serious wounding
or deaths and property damage requires clean-up. At that time, this may be
emotionally too much for those already traumatized by the incident, and may require
professional services.[2]
Charleston, South Carolina, and Dallas, Texas, June 17, 2015 - Right after the
shooting at Emmanuel AME Church in Charleston, the chaplain of Parkland Hospital
in Dallas, Texas (where President Kennedy was taken when he was shot) was
comforting a family who'd just lost their grandfather. Her cell phone buzzed
repeatedly. When she answered it, she learned of the shooting. Later, she learned
that her mother was killed. According to an article in Our Sunday Visitor, "She said
that it took about two years for her to publicly proclaim that she forgave him [the
killer]."[3]
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, October 27, 2018 - When a hate-motivated shooter opened
fire in a synagogue during Sabbath services, lives were saved by members and first
responders trained in Stop the Bleed.[4]
Roseburg, Oregon, October 1, 2015 - Minutes after the news went out of a mass
shooting at Umpqua Community College, pastors in the Roseburg area held prayer
circles, opened their churches to families of victims and students, teachers, and staff
of the college, and offered their services. This included comfort and counseling as
well as facilitating visitation with hospitalized victims, connections with funeral homes,
and help with ordinary tasks in the face of tragedy.[5] This was not a church shooting,
but churches responded to needs after a college shooting, the same needs that would
result from a church shooting. In a recent videocast, Jimmy Meeks told Kris how the
massacre in Sutherland Springs affected the lives of the survivors.[6]
Chisholm, Colorado, December 11, 2008 - The father of Tiffany Johnson, who was
killed at the Youth With A Mission training facility in Arvada, found comfort and peace
not only in his faith, but in hearing stories of how his daughter helped others and by
helping others himself.[7]

IN THE NEWS CONTINUED
Sutherland Springs, Texas, February 23, 2018 - The First Baptist Church in
Sutherland Springs has begun doing some things differently since the massacre that
killed half the congregation:


The pastor now carries a pistol to each service and other church functions.



The sanctuary where the killing took place is not only a memorial, but a place for
prayer and counseling.



Members are urged to keep praying for the survivors of the massacre.



Security cameras and outside lighting have been installed.[8]

In the Bible
There is no exact parallel in the Bible to an active shooter/killer incident. There
are, however, examples and counter examples of actions following victories.



Two battles won by Saul: a good follow-up, and a wrong one:

1. At first, Saul was gracious –
And the next day Saul ... struck down the Ammonites until the heat of the
day ... Then the people said to Samuel, “Who is it that said, ‘Shall Saul reign
over us?’ Bring the men, that we may put them to death.” But Saul said, “Not a
man shall be put to death this day, for today the Lord has worked salvation in
Israel.” (1 Samuel 11:11-13)
2. Years later, he did not complete the task –
And Saul defeated the Amalekites from Havilah as far as Shur ... And Samuel
said, "... Why then did you not obey the voice of the Lord?" (1 Samuel 15:9a)



Do not become like those you've defeated –

After Amaziah came from striking down the Edomites, he brought the gods of the
men of Seir and set them up as his gods and worshiped them, making offerings to
them.

In the Bible Continued


Following Elisha's advice, the King of Israel was merciful to the Syrian soldiers.
This brought an end to hostilities –

And when the Syrians came down against him, Elisha prayed to the Lord and said,
“Please strike this people with blindness.” So he struck them with blindness in
accordance ... And [Elisha] led them to Samaria … As soon as the king of Israel saw
them, he said to Elisha, “My father, shall I strike them down?” He answered, “You
shall not strike them down. Would you strike down those whom you have taken
captive with your sword and with your bow? Set bread and water before them, that
they may eat and drink and go to their master.” So he prepared for them a great
feast, and when they had eaten and drunk, he sent them away, and they went to
their master. And the Syrians did not come again on raids into the land of Israel.
(2 Kings 6:18-23)

After the Shooting Stops
When a play ends, the curtain drops, the cast comes out in front of the curtain, takes
a bow, then exits. It's over. What the audience does not see is the cast cleaning off
makeup and changing into street clothes, the stage crew taking down the set and
putting it away, the custodial crew cleaning everything in sight and out of sight, and so
forth.
When an active killer has been stopped (neutralized) - whether killed, incapacitated,
or captured - that's not the end of the incident. There are many things to do, both
immediately and over a long period of time. We cannot hope to cover everything
involved in dealing with the aftermath of an active killer incident, but we can briefly
address some issues, such as Tending the Wounded, First Responders, Reports,
Legal Issues, Cleanup and Repair, Evaluation and Planning, and Tending the
Traumatized.

Tending the Wounded
The shooting may go on for several minutes or end quickly. In most cases, it will end
before any first responders arrive. Thus it is important to take care of those who are
wounded as soon as it can be done safely. Long before the incident, members of the
church who are medical professionals or have been trained in First Aid and/or trauma
response should be identified. Other church members should be encouraged to take
First Aid, including controlling severe bleeding. That way, even when the Safety Team
is involved with the killer, someone can tend to the wounded.
Begin with triage. Locate the wounded. Ascertain the living and the dead. Treat the
most critical first. Shootings, stabbings, and slashings result in severe bleeding, the
leading cause of death in these incidents. It must be controlled as soon as possible.
Also, the extreme stress may trigger a heart attack.

First Responders
Clear the way for first responders. Have someone at the door to let them know the
situation and show or lead the way to where the killer is. All armed persons in the
building should holster their weapons when law enforcement arrives. The police are
now in charge. If the killer is alive and captured, they will arrest him. Cooperate with
the police. Answer all questions. Do not make sudden movements, shouts, etc. If they
say to clear the area, clear out. NO jokes!
When medics arrive, let them lead in treatment. Follow their directions and give them
room to work.

Reports
Don't forget the incident reports. Ideally, each member of the Church Safety
Team who was involved should file a report. Let the high blood pressure of the
emergency ebb before filling out the report, but don't wait too long. These reports may
be accessed during the police investigation. They will be used when evaluating the
Safety Team's response and will be important in dealing with legal issues.

Legal Issues
There may be legal issues to deal with in the aftermath of an active killer incident.
Depending on state laws and the stance of local prosecutors, this will involve use of
force, citizen's arrest, weapons permits, corporate and personal liability for injuries
and loss of property, and insurance issues. Some may sue for dereliction of duty in
protecting those present. Training records of involved team members could be
examined. Your threat assessments could be questioned.

Then there are privacy issues for everyone who was there. What measures can legally be taken to protect privacy from the probing press, curious strangers, and those
who want to take advantage of the situation.

Cleanup and Repair
It's hard to imagine the mess that could be created in an active shooter incident. Even
one person shot can make a nasty mess, coupled with bullet holes, broken windows
and light fixtures, smashed doors, etc. That mess has to be cleaned up and repairs
have to be made. However, don't begin cleaning until the police investigators give
clearance after they have what they need for their investigation.
Consider having a professional crime-scene cleanup firm do the job, especially if
there are advocacy groups paying for it.[2] First of all, they are trained and equipped
to do it. Also, for members of the church who were there, cleaning up may be like
reliving the trauma.

Evaluation and Planning
The church needs to know where to go from here. The Safety Ministry needs to know
how well they did and what could have been done better. The goal is to improve
security. For example, the church in Sutherland Springs saw where they had security
gaps. They installed cameras and outdoor lights so someone inside can see what's
going on outside.[8] Using the evaluation, the Safety Committee and Safety Director
can plan how to improve policies, procedures, and training.

Tending the Traumatized
This begins the day of the incident and can go on for years. The survivors of an active
killer incident and families and friends of the victims need immediate attention with
care and understanding, such as through grief counseling and support groups. This
then continues for as long as needed. PTSD is just as much a reality for them as for
soldiers in a war.

Conclusion
An active shooter/killer incident will leave its marks on a church. These will last long
after the shooting stops. This includes its effect on the congregation and the
community. What we do can and will make a difference.

There Is More
This series on the Active Shooter Response has two other articles: "Our Wall and Our
Shield" (Hardening the Church against Active Killers) and "Encounter" (Responding to
an Active Killer).

Click Here for References

Warnable helps organizations quickly react and respond to events
such as lockdowns, evacuations, security situations, medical
emergencies, and more. Their programmable event templates
helps organizations customize communications for different
scenarios. So when an event happens, the right people are
equipped with the necessary information to respond.
Use the Coupon Code: Sheepdog for a Discount!
Click on the picture bellow to learn more!

For we really
are in danger
of being
charged with
rioting today
(Acts 19:40).

And when he
came to the
steps, he was
actually
carried by the
soldiers
because of the
violence of the
crowd, for the
mob of the
people
followed,
crying out,
“Away with
him!”
(Acts 21:3536).

But the Jews
were jealous,
and taking
some wicked
men of the
rabble, they
formed a mob,
set the city in
an uproar, and
attacked the
house of
Jason, seeking
to bring them
out to the
crowd
(Acts 17:5).

DOWN OUR STREET
Here Comes the Mob
IN THE NEWS
Cape Coral, Florida, October 18, 2020 - About 2:20 am on
Sunday morning, vandals entered a church through an
open window and vandalized the Children's Department
and offices, inflicting over $20,000 worth of damage. The
perpetrators also tried to break into parked cars, damaging
some. Outdoor surveillance video coverage led to the
identification and arrest of three juvenile girls in the middle
of the week.[2][3]
Troy, New York, June 28, 2020 - Sunday morning services
were disrupted by aggressive protesters, who harassed
arriving church members, including mothers with children,
and impeded them from entering. The activists eventually
entered the church, stopping the service. They were finally
escorted out by police.[4]
San Francisco, California, September 19, 1993 - Activists
opposing a church's stand on social issues besieged it on a
Sunday evening. This was no peaceful protest with people
lining the street carrying signs, but a mob ignoring the state
law against deliberately disrupting religious services. First
they distributed bogus fliers, pretending to be the church's
announcement of a public meeting (not covered by the law)
at the church at that time - however, this was a regularly
scheduled service not intended to be a public event. Then
they physically accosted church members, took down the
Christian and U.S. flags, damaged property, and attempted
to break a side door to get in.
Responding police officers did little more than observe.
They later told a church elder that city officials would not
back up whatever they did to stop the mob. National public
response to the riot prompted the city's Board of
Supervisors to hold a meeting. However, they really did
nothing.
The riot led the State Assembly to strengthen the law
protecting religious services.[5]

IN THE NEWS CONTINUED
St. Louis, Missouri, June 27, 2020 - A group of Catholics and sympathetic Protestants
held meeting to pray for protection of the statue of the French king and saint for whom
the city was named. This meeting was attacked by a mob incited by an activist
wanting the statue taken down. The incitement included slander against the churches
involved, such as calling them "racists", "KKK", "Fascists", and "White supremacists"
Responding police stood between the noisy activists and the prayer group. After the
service ended, activists chased down and attacked persons leaving the meeting. The
instigator tweeted a video of one attack with this message: "This is how racists should
be treated. I'm not even gonna worry about blurring dude's face cuz it's already
everywhere. He's my hero."[6]

Special Offer
We have a free download, Active Shooter Situations,[7] which briefly outlines active
killer situations on one page. On the second page is a checklist of what to do when an
active killer begins shooting at your church. Are you already subscribed to the
weekly Sheepdog Church Security newsletter and The Church Guardian? If not, this
will sign you up. Get them now by clicking here.

Mob Violence against Churches
Mob violence is nothing new. It was a factor in destabilizing the Roman Republic,
leading to a series of dictatorships, then rule by emperor. No wonder rioters were
killed on the spot! Mobs have been motivated by racial, ethnic, political, social, and
religious intolerance, and still are. For instance, anti-Semitic pogroms included mobs
attacking Jews.[8] In 1921, a false accusation in Tulsa, Arizona, led to a riot that
destroyed a prosperous Black community and killed over 300.[9] Beginning in the time
of the Apostles, Christians and churches have been, and still are, subject to mob
violence in times of persecution, even when the persecution is neither instigated nor
condoned by the government.
This year has seen widespread civil disorder, including rioting, arson, looting, and
targeted attacks. Some of the targeted attacks are against churches, such as a fire
set at St. John's Episcopal Church in D.C.[10] and the burning of the San Gabriel
Mission Church in California.[11] Therefore, it is not unreasonable to consider how we
should respond to a mob heading for our church, especially if classes and/or services
are in session.

But before they lay down, the men of the city, the men of Sodom, both
young and old, all the people to the last man, surrounded the house.
And they called to Lot, “Where are the men who came to you tonight?
Bring them out to us, that we may know them” (Genesis 19:4-5).

Protesters and Mobs
There is a place for public protests. In fact,
the right to peaceable assembly for the
purpose of petitioning the government and
other entities is protected by the
Constitution. As long as there is no violence
and public thoroughfares, streets, and
buildings are not blocked for too long a time,
it is perfectly legal to march as a group
carrying signs. But preventing persons from
entering or leaving a building is not
peaceable assembly, especially if the
persons are physically restrained. In that
case, it is legally an assault.
If protesters become violent, then the group becomes a mob and the protest becomes
a riot. This does not mean that isolated altercations turn it into a riot. On the other
hand, violent persons can come to the scene of a legitimate protest and start a riot, in
essence hijacking the protest. Street criminals then can take advantage of the
disorder for massive theft.

Facing a Mob
Protesters may become violent, but many times the protest is taken over by violent
actors who intrude.
Preparation
Even before a violent mob comes to your church, you need to be prepared. For the
building, this is the same as for an active shooter[14] and for arson prevention.[15]
Briefly, these are:


Secure doors and windows



Shatter-proof windows and glass doors



Locking systems and procedures



Fire extinguishers and fire suppression systems



Lockdown procedures



Security monitoring - inside, entries, and outside



Clear all combustible materials outside



Clear all potential break-in tools outside

As they were making their hearts merry, behold, the men of the city,
worthless fellows, surrounded the house, beating on the door. And
they said to the old man, the master of the house, “Bring out the man
who came into your house, that we may know him” (Judges 19:22).

Here Comes the Mob

It's Sunday morning. Sunday School is over and the first service is about to start.
Parents head to the worship center after leaving their youngest children in the
nursery, toddlers' place, or pre-school classroom. Children's Church leaders are
getting ready for those who'll come after the singing.
Your phone rings. A police officer informs you that "protesters" are headed your way,
and not all of them are peaceable. Known agitators have joined the crowd, and more
will follow. Now, what do you do?
If you are following recommended procedures, all but the main doors are already
locked and are to be locked after the service starts. Hurry any congregants coming in
and lock the doors behind them.
Here are Kris's recommendations for facing a mob;


Monitor the grounds outside. This is easier if your mobile phone or tablet is
Blue-Toothed to the surveillance camera system.



Call Police if the group forms or shows up.



Lock exterior doors - activities can continue.



Inform the pastor if things are getting rowdy.



The Pastor informs congregation to



shelter in place and



not to engage protesters - let police handle it.



Have the Safety Team monitor the situation.



Only engage if necessary to protect the congregation from physical injury.



Consider Shelter-in-Place as your best course of action. This means lockdown of
classrooms, nursery, etc. Lock doors to the sanctuary, if you can, and barricade.



Wait for the police to give the all-clear before leaving the church.

Conclusion
More people in this country are taking advantage of their right to assemble peaceably.
Sometimes they picket churches. Violent mobs are also more common now. Be ready
for if and when they come.

There Is More
This article joins the three in the Active Shooter Response series: "Our Wall and Our
Shield" (Hardening the Church against Active Killers), "Encounter" (Responding to an
Active Killer), and "The Aftermath" (Following the Shooting).

Click Here for References
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SAFETY FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Staying Safe and Healthy through the
Holiday Season
Safety doesn’t just happen. It is everyone’s
responsibility. Safety hazards do not take a
holiday during the Holiday Season
(Thanksgiving through New Year’s Day). In fact,
some hazards increase at this time.
IN THE NEWS
Nationwide, 2016 - Accident Claims Advice, a company advising persons considering
personal injury claims, scrutinized accident data from the Consumer Product Safety
Commission for 2016. Of the 337 accidents that happened during the holiday season,
only a few were in churches (the data primarily concerned product safety), but most of
the causes do occur in churches. Here are a few examples reported in EHS Today
(an environmental health and safety publication):


Someone sneezed and swallowed a thumbtack while putting up Christmas
decorations [I think he was holding the tack with his lips or teeth].



Some people fell off ladders while putting up or taking down Christmas
decorations.



Strains, sprains, and injured backs, knees, and shoulders happened while handling
heavy and/or awkward objects, such as Christmas trees and boxes of decorations.



Persons have been burned in various ways, including by hot holiday-light bulbs.



People have been injured by the tools they used, such as staple guns, knives, and
scissors.



Twelve percent of the injuries were head bumps.



Broken Christmas ornaments cause cuts.



Children often swallow berries and leaves from toxic plants.



People choke on swallowed objects.[1]

IN THE NEWS CONTINUED
Rock Hill, South Carolina, November 20, 2020 - A man helping a neighbor hang
outdoor Christmas lights slipped and fell off a ladder. The multiple-story plunge left
him in the hospital several weeks. He suffered a fractured skull and serious brain
injury.[2]


Falls are a leading cause of personal injury.

Norfolk, Virginia, December 21, 2019 - As many as 500 people who attended a
community Christmas dinner hosted by a local church may have had food poisoning.
At least 40 came down ill enough to seek medical care.[3]


Food poisoning is one of the hazards of holiday meals.

Oak Ridge North, Texas, August 2000 - A church had to leave its building after toxic
mold was discovered in the walls. The mold was discovered after leaks were found.[4]


This could happen any time of year, especially in humid climates. If your church
has a mold problem, it could be a health hazard for members and holiday visitors.

Kearney, Nebraska, December 25, 1969 - Almost 24 hours after crowds attended the
Christmas Eve service, fire broke out at the First Methodist Church in downtown
Kearney. The church was reduced to rubble. The cause of the fire was determined to
be wiring near the pipe organ.[5]


Electrical issues are a leading cause of church fires.

Carroll County, Kentucky, May 14, 1988 - A used school bus turned church bus
carrying 62 persons (4 adults and 58 teens) was returning from a trip to King's Island.
A pickup truck with a drunk driver going the wrong way on I-71 collided head-on with
the bus. None of the persons in the bus were injured fatally by the force of the
collision, but spilled fuel ignited. The main door was jammed, and the only exit was
the small door at the rear end. Twenty-seven persons died in the fire and 34 plus the
driver of the truck were injured. Newer school busses have more emergency exits,
including roof hatches.[6]


Church-operated vehicles should meet up-to-date safety standards.

Now therefore send, get your livestock and all that you have in the
field into safe shelter, for every man and beast that is in the field and
is not brought home will die when the hail falls on them
(Exodus 9:19).

The Gift of Safety: A Special Resource
Give your church the gift of safety by equipping the team (or yourself) with what is
needed for the work of a Church Safety Ministry. Our special resource for December
is Recommended Essential Equipment.[7] To get it click *HERE*.

A Hazardous Season
There are a number of things which make the Holiday Season more hazardous than
other times of the year. Part of this is due to the weather, but holiday gatherings,
customs, environment, and decorating present hazards of their own or increase
everyday hazards. Here are some of the hazards and how to safely deal with them.

Weather Hazards
For much of the country, winter weather is bad enough, but it's more of a challenge for
those who travel for the holidays, especially Thanksgiving and Christmas. On the
church grounds, the Safety Team should see that winter weather hazards are
minimized.
Clear snow and ice from all walkways and salt them.
Have the parking lot plowed and sanded or salted.

Clear roof snow from where it can slide off onto people walking below.
Put weather mats in entries to catch melting snow from shoes and boots.
Have mops and buckets handy to dry wet floors.

Environmental Hazards
Here it's not the environment in general, but the immediate environment of the church
and its neighborhood.
These hazards include fluid and fuels for grounds-keeping equipment, cleaning
solvents, and other chemicals. It is best to keep these in an outbuilding, especially in
Winter. With cold weather, the main church building is closed and fumes from
chemicals when they are used, leaked, spilled, or just opened are trapped in the
building and pose health risks and - for some of them - fire hazards.
There may be other toxic or otherwise hazardous materials to take care of.
This also includes housekeeping and maintenance. Crowds may not be as large as in
previous years, but you may have some visitors not familiar with your building.
Remove all tripping and slipping hazards. Keep hallways and stairways clear in case
people have to evacuate or head to shelter. Be sure all exit lights work. In case the
power goes out, check the emergency lights.

Hazards of Gatherings
The current pandemic has been covered in a recent article, "Lines in the Sand, Part
2."[8]
By now, almost everyone in the country knows that crowding in closed spaces
increases the spread of pathogens (germs and viruses). A large part of preventing this
is education. Four items to stress are:
Handwashing - Wash hands frequently, especially after certain activities.
Sanitation - Clean and sanitize touched surfaces frequently. Keep the restrooms
clean.
Personal Hygiene - Besides personal cleanliness, this includes practices such as
covering the mouth and nose when coughing or sneezing.
Separation - Stay home if you are or may be sick with something contagious.
If the church has a ducted heating/cooling system, circulate air through filters when
the building is occupied. HEPA filters are best since they can filter out bacteria.
Another hazard of gatherings is food poisoning. This is especially true during a
covered dish dinner (potluck). Not everyone practices the same level of food safety.
Even if the food is prepared safely, it needs to be kept and served safely. The key is
covered, hot enough, and cold enough. This prevents harmful microbes from getting
in and from growing. Find out whether those preparing the food know and practice
food safety. You may have to be very tactful with some.

Hazards of Customs
No, this is not being caught at the border. There are holiday customs which increase
certain risks, especially of fire. These include candles, oil lamps, and incense, each of
which has led to disastrous fires.
Some small items used in various Christmas and
New Year customs may pose dangers of choking
(when small children put them into their mouths) and
injury if carelessly handled. Be aware of how
participants are handling these items in case
someone gets poked in the eye, cut, etc.
Traditional Christmas programs may require electric
devices, such as projectors, lighted displays, special
effects machines, etc. Follow electrical safety
practices. Do not overload circuits and outlets. Do not
run wires and cables under rugs. Replace worn
electric cords.

And Judah and Israel
lived in safety, from
Dan even to Beersheba,
every man under his
vine and under his fig
tree, all the days of
Solomon (1 Kings 4:25).

Hazards of Decorating
♫"Deck the halls with boughs of holly"♪
We love to decorate for holidays, whether Easter, patriotic days, Thanksgiving, Christmas, or
New Year's Day. Frankly, Christmas enjoys the
lion's share of this, which makes Christmas decorating a special safety concern. If we haven't
considered the hazards inherent with decorating
for Christmas, we should so we can keep this a
safe activity.

Behold, I will bring to it
health and healing
(Jeremiah 33:6).

There are several ways to get injured while decorating.
Falls - There are many ways to fall, especially when putting up decorations above our
standing reach. How do you get up there to attach banners, lights, garlands, etc.? By
standing on something. This should be a ladder, step stool, scaffolding, or scissor lift.
However, people often stand on whatever is there, whether it is safe or not - not only
children, but adults do this. It's amazing the thrown-together arrangements (especially
with high ceilings), such as - have you seen this? - a box on a chair on a table. This is
an invitation to a fall.
Ladders are a hazard as it is, although a manageable one. All it takes is a missed
step, slipping off a step, leaning too far back or to one side, or using a straight ladder
where a step ladder is needed (such as on a smooth floor).
Slips and Trips - These are generally preventable
causes of injuries.

When a strong man,
fully armed, guards
his own palace, his
goods are safe
(Luke 11:21).

When cleaning floors, finish them with a non-skid
"wax" application. Mop up any liquids that have
spilled. Fix leaks. Ask those who are decorating to
wear non-skid shoes.
Clear pathways through and/or around the spots
where people are decorating. Someone walking
through may be looking up at the decorations and not
at what's on the floor.

Cuts - Many of us can testify to how easy it is to get cut, from a minor paper cut to a
cut artery. Most cuts are from sharp tools - such as knives, scissors, and box cutters while decorations are being trimmed, wrapping paper is cut to size, and packages are
being opened. People need to know how to use them safely, then be careful. Even
then, someone may be cut, and Safety Team members need to know First Aid.
Burns - Anything hot enough can burn someone. When decorating, you can be
burned by a hot bulb, but that is usually minor. What if someone grabbed the tip of a
soldering iron? Or carelessly sat on a hot register? Or paper they were holding caught
fire? Burns can happen to persons cooking food for a holiday meal. In case someone
is burned, know how to treat burns.
Flammable decorations should not be set down too close to a heat source. Nor should
they be put up above a heat source. This could cause a fire that would burn more
than a little bit of skin - namely the church itself.
Lifting, etc. - Back, shoulder, and knee injuries happen when people preparing for
Christmas are moving heavy or awkward loads. See that hand carts, wheelies, etc.
are available for moving heavy items. Coach those decorating about safe lifting, using
equipment to move things, and getting help when they cannot safely move something
alone. Also encourage them to not be in too much of a hurry to be safe.

Conclusion
Holidays are more enjoyable when no one is injured or gets sick. Watch out for safety
hazards. Help others to be careful, and be careful yourself.

There Is More
This article is part of a series on Equipping for Safety. The other articles
are Equipping the Mind, Equipping the Hands, Equipping to Treat the Hurting,
and Equipping to Protect.

Click Here for References
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SHEEPDOG’S MONTHLY
GUEST ARTICLE
First Responders in the Building
BY: TERRY B.
The DHS classify the people within an organization or business that would respond to
an emergency that occurs on or near their property as “Initial Responders”. (This
would include a churches safety team) The people that are paid or volunteer to
respond to your facility in an emergency are called “First Responders”. This makes
the local Fire Department, EMS, and Law Enforcement personnel your first
responders. Now you may have a few first responders that are off duty attending your
services at any given time, often with their families but they are not there on official
business. Not that they cannot respond if needed, and hopefully they are already
serving on the emergency service teams at your house of worship, but they may not
be there “On Duty”.
So how do we get those first responders that do not attend your church to become
more familiar with your building? And why would we want this?
First of all, it is always good to have a police car, ambulance, or fire response vehicle
sitting outside in your parking lot during services to deter anyone from even thinking
about causing any trouble. And as a former first responder and current director of a
support group for first responders, I can tell you that there are many first responders
that are going thru emotional and psychological issues that truly need to hear of the
loving God we serve and how He can save them from the darkness that often dwells
within our hearts after seeing and doing things in our careers that would make normal
people cringe. (Matter of fact, as I write this, we remember a local first responder that
one year ago this week took his life after what he saw repeatedly got the best of him.
And he was a believer and served on the church security team.

So don’t be shy on bringing up the emotional needs of first responders. More on this
aspect in another article)
So talk to leadership and see if it is OK to invite the local first responders to come to
your café for free coffee / soda, and snacks if you have one. If you don’t have a café,
at least invite them for free coffee. These folks are always out and about and would
love to grab a quick cup of coffee. It also helps them save a few bucks, simply
because they are not making as much hourly as you may think, matter of fact, you
would be appalled at what they are making. At this point make some quick little signs
inviting them and go to the local ambulance service, police department, and fire
service and ask them to post them on the bulletin boards there and ask if they would
make an announcement to the staff there.
Having first responders in your building is good for them, and it is good for you. The
most notable place to have a fire is the kitchen, wouldn’t it be nice if the firefighters
knew in advance where the kitchen was? If there is a child custody issue that most
likely would occur in the children’s ministry areas, would it not benefit the police to
know in advance where the children’s areas are? Would it be nice to know in advance
if the EMS department stretcher fits on the elevator at your church? (Don’t laugh, this
happened, we had a child incur a possible spinal cord injury and found out the hard
way that the stretcher fits easily on the elevator with the head up, but with it down and
a spinal board on it that it does not. Luckily, we had a service elevator to go to as a
backup.)
Any way to get the local first responders onto your property will be a bonus to
everyone. I heard of a church that designed a break room for first responders to fill out
paperwork off hours. They have a pushbutton combination door that they supply the
combination to the first responders to and they have WIFI and snacks and drinks
inside for them to stop by and do their paperwork in. Sure beats doing reports in their
car on a dark cold night.
The police are always looking for places to run their drug sniffing dogs. This is perfect
for that. We have had county SWAT teams do clearing drills in our building. (It is great
to see a SWAT team repelling off your church building by the way)
The fire department is always looking for a place to train. The church has great rooms
with audio and video, why not allow the departments to utilize these rooms during the
week when the church is not using them for conferences and training. Just be aware,
much of this training if involving scenario based training may have some less than
family friendly language used. So consider that when scheduling them to come into
the church.

All of these ideas enable the local first responders to utilize your building both during
the week as well as during Sunday services. And all of these ideas foster better
relationships with your local first responders. After the relationship builds, you may
even want to ask to do a combination training so they know what your doing as well
as you learning what they will be doing if and when they are called to your building.
If you are currently partnering with your local first responders in any other way than I
mentioned, please contact me at terry@churchemergency.com to tell me how. I love
to hear new ideas on how safety teams are partnering with local first responders.
So reach out to your local first responders. They are all going thru some times of trials
right now with the current political unrest. Lat them know that you are praying for
them. Let them know that you support them. And back up your words with action!

Terry Berringer is the owner/operator of
Church Emergency Consulting. He was the
founder, developer, trainer and director of
the security, parking and medical teams of
one of the largest congregations in southwest Pennsylvania for over 20 years.
To learn more, click on the image below:
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terry@churchemergency.com
412-527-3673
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SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES
UNFORTUANTLY THERE ARE NO SHEEPDOG SEMINARS
OR OTHER CHURCH SECURITY SEMINARS
SCHEDULED AS OF DECEMBER 1ST.

If you know of any other Church Safety Seminars or
Conferences and would like to see them featured on the
Church Guardian, Please Contact us via Email at
KRIS@SHEEPDOGCHURCHSECURITY.NET

SHEEPDOG CORNER
Hi Sheepdog,
Starting very soon, we are going to start profiling
Active Killer events from churches around the
nation and make that information available to you
through our Blog and the Church Security Roll Call.

Address:
712 Maple Circle
Belle Plaine, MN 56011

The article (blog) will breakdown the incident to
the events before the killing, during the killing
and then after the killing. Then, on the Church
Security Roll Call (Videocast and Podcast), I will
share the Lessons Learned from the tragedy.

612-470-7364

If you are new to the Church Security Roll Call, it
has three objectives.

Kris@
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1. Share Lessons Learned from past Active
Shooter events, so your team can discuss
possible response plans should you face a
similar situation.
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2. Provide Timely Information about Current
Threats the Church is facing and how to mitigate
those risks for your own congregation.
3. Provide updates to the Best Practices for
Safety Ministries on various topics from
Deescalating Disruptive Persons to Security
Team Fundamentals.
Please Subscribe to our YouTube channel
(CLICK HERE) and/or our podcast wherever you
listen to podcasts. Simply search for the Church
Security Roll Call and hit the “Subscribe” button.

Your Loyal Companion in Christ,
Kris P. Moloney

Kris P. Moloney
A Police Officer with over 18
years of experience and a
retired Army Captain and
Company Commander. He has
certifications in Crime
Prevention, Security
Assessments, and the Crime
Free Program. He also has a
Bachelor’s degree in Ministry
and a Master’s degree in
Organizational Leadership.

